
WCESS Science Home Learning: Year 8 Week 8 
 

Seneca 
online 

learning 

Go to senecalearning.com, sign in or create an 
account using your email address. Enter the class 

code to join the class for your year group and 
click on the ‘work from home’ assignment in the 

‘assignments’ tab for that class. 

Class code for 
year 8: 

tpwao2mmr5 

 
Variation and Human Reproduction Re-Cap 
 

Activity 1 Classify each of these characteristics into continuous and discontinuous 
variation: length of arm, hair colour, maximum sprinting speed, shoe size, 
average leaf size, eye colour, blood group 
Make a table to show the eye colour, hair colour and shoe size for 10-15 of 
your friends and family. (This might be a good time to call and say hello to 
some of your friends and family you’ve not seen in a while!) Use that 
information to make a bar chart for one of the types of variation. 
e.g. https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z9gk87h/revision/3 

Activity 2 Use the information from the BBC Bitesize male and female 

reproductive system links to make a poster or model of the both male 
and female reproductive systems. Include the names and role of the 

key parts of the male and female reproductive system. 

Activity 3 Complete the ‘Human Reproduction Re-Cap Activity’ on Seneca 
learning. 

Resources BBC Bitesize male reproductive system: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z9fgr82/revision/1  
BBC Bitesize female reproductive system: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z9fgr82/revision/2  

 
Periodic Table Re-Cap 
 
Activity 1 Complete the BBC Bitesize lesson on atoms, elements and 

compounds. You will find the link in the resources box below. 

Remember to send evidence of your hard work to your teacher!  

Activity 2 How many different elements can you find in your house? Research 

the elements found in different household objects and create a 
labelled photo album of as many as you can (cutting up an old Argos 

catalogue also works well for this!)  

Resources Atoms, elements and compounds 

lesson: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zdngrj6  

Periodic table revision: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z84wjxs/revision/1 
 
Remember to send an email to your science teachers with the work you have 

completed this week, you can take a photo of any work you do on paper! 
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